
     he beautiful tree glimmered in the bright light as it was trying to survive. The sun 

blasted out red blurry heat. It hadn’t rained in months. The tree was lucky it was still 

alive. Every other tree was dead.  

 

Because of the heat no-one had come to the park to water the trees and no rain had 

come. This amazing tree was important because it was the last one left alive. It was the 

only living plant left giving oxygen to the people but no-one was caring about it. The 

tree longed for help as it was very stressed out because it knew everyone was relying 

on it. Along with the tree being stressed it was also scared.  

 

Dusty, disgusting, dirty litter was flying around because before the heat wave no one 

had cleared it up. The tree didn’t feel very well! The tree thought death was upon it. 

Maybe it sadly was. The tree had to do something. 

 

The tree amazingly and impossibly found out that it could move. It was going to try 

and make everything better. The tree was feeble at this point; it wasn’t sure if it would 

make it but it wouldn’t give up. It ventured far and wide. It went through troubles. But 

didn’t give up. 

 

Eventually it had to stop as it was about to die and tragically it did! But as it did it 

blossomed and gave seeds and a kind old man came up to the new trees every day and 

watered them and protected them. Even though the old tree had died the new trees 

made it and continued their amazing lives and then gave seeds who also had a terrific 

life. The legend continued. The old man died but his children watered the new trees 

and this continued for generations and still does to this day. 

 

Everybody thanked the old man for saving them and from then on each and every 

person was eco-friendly. Every single person saved plants and trees and planted even 

more trees. people hoped this lifestyle would continue.  No-one ever mistreated plants 

again. The community had now understood that they needed trees to survive. 

Hyde park was now filled with trees. Nations from all over the world came to 

Hyde park to look at all the beautiful plants.      
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